
Risk Levels Increase – Again 

 

As the North American stock markets have made new all- time highs in the last few weeks, we once 
again see a reversal down in our main indicator that measures the percentage of stocks on a Point & 
Figure buy signal that trade on the NYSE – BPNYSE. We have seen this indicator move down quite a few 
times in the last 18 months or so. Consequently, it is not a market timing indicator. It simply alerts you 
to the fact that more stocks are currently going on sell signals than buy signals that trade on the NYSE. 
When this level becomes less than 50% then we say it crosses the demarcation point as we have more 
stocks on sell signals than buy signals. When it reverses down, we generally believe it is more prudent 
to be more careful with regard to your equity selection on the NYSE. 

 

  

 

The BPNYSE made a high in January of this year at 78% and a recent low in July and September at the 
50% demarcation point. With Monday’s reversal down to 58%, we will see if this indicator challenges the 
50% demarcation point where we have more stocks on sell signals than buy signals on the NYSE. 

As I write this blog, the world is becoming more concerned about a new COVID-19 variant. It is early 
days at this stage, but stock markets like to react first and ask questions later, as a general rule. 



Our primary long-term indicator that measures the percentage of stocks on the NYSE that are in 
Positive Trend as defined by the Point & Figure methodology -PTNYSE- has maintained its downward 
trajectory at 64% which it hit in September 2021 as it reversed down from 78% in February. A move 
below the 50% demarcation point in this indicator along with BPNYSE moving below 50% has seen 
significant selling of stocks on the NYSE in the past. 

As in the past, we would look forward to a strong reversal up in the BPINXS to demonstrate short term 
strength. This indicator measures the number of Nasdaq Dorsey Wright sectors moving up on their 
Bullish Percent measurement. Currently there is only 13 of 40 sectors moving ahead. Many times this 
indicator hits bottom at zero or close to it. 

Another indicator of risk that we find useful is the VIX – S&P 500 measurement of volatility. It spiked up 
today above the 20% mark to 28% and passed the Point & Figure price objective of 24.5 based upon the 
default chart. Many times, a spike up has resulted in a significant reversal. We will watch to see what 
happens this time. 

It is early days with this sudden reversal. Only time will determine if something has changed or this is 
another opportunity. What we do know is that risk levels have increased. 

Please call or email me any questions.   

Point & Figure Charts and stock market data provided by Nasdaq Dorsey Wright   
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